Legendary accounts on the ancient history of Sichuan are reevaluated in the light of recent archaeological discoveries. The transmitted texts allow distinguishing two different strains of such accounts, one that emphasizes indigenous lore, and another that integrates it into the master narrative of Chinese civilization. The archaeological materials suggest that both may refl ect some elements of historical reality. The author makes a preliminary attempt to coordinate specifi c archaeological fi nds with each of the fi ve major rulers or ruling groups of ancient Shu. Rather than being successive dynasties, these may have inhabited western Sichuan simultaneously, taking turns in unifying the area under their rule.
Two legendary traditions
The rich lore of legends and myths concerning the ancient history of Sichuan , transmitted since the Warring States period and especially since the Han dynasty, is so divergent that it has given rise to much controversy. In my opinion, however, we can divide the extant legends into two basic types. One of them is indigenous to the area of the ancient state of Shu and was compiled into the ; Ren Naiqiang 1987: 723). Although these books have been lost for a long time, we know from Chang Qu's criticism that, just like Yang Xiong's Shu wang benji, they were all full of ancient legendary and mythical accounts that exaggerated the antiquity and achievements of historical fi gures. Chang Qu, by contrast, insisted on orthodox ideas and rationalism in historiography.
To judge from Yan Kejun's (1762-1843) compilation of quotations from Yang Xiong's lost original in other ancient books, books of the Shu wang benji genre generally agree that the Shu kingdom lasted for a very long time and was, by and large, under the reign of fi ve successive dynasties: the Cancongshi , the Baiguanshi , the Yufushi , the Duyushi , and the Kaimingshi . In 316 bc the Shu kingdom was annexed by Qin . Moreover, according to these books, the fi ve royal families were not all descendants of the Yellow Emperor (Huangdi ), whom the orthodox historical tradition of the Central Plains regarded as the common ancestor of all the Chinese (Huaxia ) nationalities since the Warring States period and especially the Han dynasty. For the latter point, we have two pieces of evidence.
First, the compilation of quotations from Shu wang benji contains no records that would indicate that the fi ve royal families of Shu could trace their ancestry to the Yellow Emperor. If this had been the case, given the high value accorded to consanguinity in ancient times, records to that effect would surely appear in the preserved quotations about the fi ve dynasties of Shu and would have been used by the commentators on other ancient books to support the veracity of the legends surrounding the Yellow Emperor.
Second, one quotation from Shu wang benji asserts that the Shu kingdom lasted for a total of 34,000 years from the Cancongshi to the Kaimingshi dynasties (see Quan Hanwen 53: 5a). According to another, perhaps more credible quotation from the same text (in Taiping yulan 
